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Abstract—The occurrence of a traffic anomaly is always
responsible for a degradation of performance. The anomaly can
be observable, at some scale, in different ways: an increase in the
number of packets, an increase in the number of bytes, a
concentration of packets around a port number, etc.
In this paper we propose an anomaly independent
methodology for detecting such traffic anomalies and to classify
them. To accomplish that, we integrate previous work in a multicriteria tomographic analysis process, criteria being bytes,
packets or flow rate, port number or address distribution, etc. As
a demarcation from this inspiring work, this new methodology is
based on a multi-scale analysis, which always permits the
exhibition of anomalies on at least one parameter at one time
scale. The motivation for using simple parameters deals with
making the interpretation of anomalies simpler, and mitigation
mechanisms obvious. In addition, this methodology associates to
each anomaly a set of parameters that is able to characterize the
anomaly and will serve as a signature for it.
This paper presents this methodology, the related algorithm
for anomaly detection, and its application on several real traffic
traces captured on several networks: Auckland university,
GEANT and Renater.

Index Terms—Measurement, Traffic Analysis, Anomaly
Detection.
I.

T

INTRODUCTION

RAFFIC anomalies can be described as the result of one or
more occurrences that change the normal flowing of data
over a network. Such occurrences can be triggered by a
diversity of behaviors, as Denial of Service (DoS) or
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, flashcrowds or
management operations. Because traffic anomalies might
occur at any point of the Internet, have unpredictable
behaviors and can range from a single network failure to a
complex security attack, being orchestrated through a
thousand of separate machines, stopping these anomalies is
something that is very difficult to accomplish. So, most of the
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efforts are engaged in the detection of these anomalies as soon
as possible, in such a way that legitimate actions can be taken
to limit the extent and harshness of these anomalies.
Nowadays, several methods exist to detect and characterize
anomalies. Some approaches are based on simple statistics
calculated on some traffic parameters such as the number of
UDP packets or the number of SYN packets. Then, when
calculated values are above a given threshold, an attack might
be signaled, such as an UDP or TCP SYN flood. Much work
like that can be seen in [1–5]. Given the variability of the
traffic, and the number of false positive of such methods
(because thresholds are difficult to fix), more recent work has
introduced more complex statistical analysis based on the
spectral density of the signal associated to the traffic, its
correlation, etc. (e.g. [6-15]). It is then possible to issue
signatures for different kinds of anomalies. But the signatures
do not indicate which the basic characteristics of the
anomalies are: what packets constitute the anomaly, where are
they coming from, etc. and are then hardly usable for network
or security managers.
However, since anomalies are constantly changing and at
some extent being more difficult to detect, some previous
techniques to detect anomalies are limited and unable to detect
new kinds of anomalies. Our major contribution, with this
work, is to present an algorithm that does not have these
constraints – i.e., that is not restricted to a set of anomalies,
but is able to detect and characterize new anomalies. In
addition, one of our main goals was also to develop an
algorithm working on understandable for computer networks
values, for which an anomaly analysis will indicate precisely
what the problem is.
Even if on a first sight, this work can appear as similar as
many others, we introduce a multi-scale algorithm and use a
tomography like concept. The multi-scale feature assures that
any anomaly is detectable independently of its duration. For
example, a flash crowd is only visible after a certain amount
of time, because of what it is better detected when using a
large time scale. This multi-scale analysis provides some
elements giving richer signatures for the different anomalies
that were encountered during this work. The tomography like
concept, as its medical counterpart, is intended to allow the
observation of anomalies at different perspectives.
Correlating the information collected at each step of the
algorithm, at different time scales and different levels of
aggregation, permits the identification of anomalies and the
definition of a set of characteristics associated, that can be

used to define a database of anomaly signatures.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
multi-criteria tomographic algorithm. It will insist on the
parameters considered by our algorithm (packets, bytes,
starting flows, time-scale and level of aggregation). It also
gets into details for the 3 different stages and related
principles of this algorithm. Section 3 presents some results of
the application of our algorithm on real traffic traces captured
on different points of the Internet. Then, based on the analysis
of the anomalies that were detected in the considered traces,
we explain through a set of examples, how the multi-scale
aspect of our analysis helps to improve anomalies signature
and their classification. Finally, Section 4 concludes this
paper, by presenting some possible applications for our
anomaly detection approach.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The main goal of this algorithm is to detect and identify
traffic anomalies and the flows responsible for those
anomalies, i.e., the IP addresses associated (source and
destination).
To reach our goal, we use the IP address tomography
concept, through which we split the IP address space
recursively to obtain specific anomalous IP addresses. This
operation is performed at different time scales, i.e. with
different levels of aggregation of the traffic: traffic can be
aggregated on few ms, few seconds, up to several minutes and
more. The algorithm can be divided in 3 phases:
1) Detection of time intervals with anomalies.
2) Identification of the anomalous IP flows
3) Identification and characterization of anomalies.
A. Detection of Time Intervals with Anomalies
For assessing this algorithm, we applied it on already
captured traffic traces, in an off-line way. Obviously, the
algorithm, with slight modifications can be run on-line on a
living link. Running on-line or off-line, the algorithm has to
compute large amounts of data. This size issue may constitute
a performance drawback, since it can increase significantly the
algorithm’s running time. To overcome this, part one of our
algorithm permits the restriction of the search space by
spotting small time intervals were anomalies are occurring.
For example, given a trace of duration T, the result of this
process is a set of N slots where traffic anomalies were
detected, and N ∈ [0, T/∆], and ∆ is the time-scale granularity.
The basis to detect an anomaly is that an anomaly is
meaningful only when it is responsible for a significant
variation in the number of packets, bytes or flows (or
altogether). In our algorithm an anomaly is detected through
the application of an appropriately formula, which detects
significant variations between two consecutive time intervals
in the criterions being analyzed.
In our formula, X is a data series with the number of packets,
bytes and flows, per unit of time, extracted from the traffic
trace under study, and P is a data series obtained from X, in
which each value is the variation between the number of

{Packets ∨ Bytes ∨ Flows} in two consecutive time slots.
Then, the mean value E(p) of each data series (PB, PP, PF) is
calculated, as well as its standard deviation, σ.

X = {x1, x2 ,..., xn }, xi = {# packets |# bytes |# flows}/ ∆

P = {p1, p2 ,..., pn −1}, pi = xi +1 − xi

⎧ pi ≥ E ( p ) + kσ , select
⎨
⎩ pi < E ( p ) + kσ , reject

The application of the formula states that an anomaly is
occurring if the value of pi (i.e., the variation of the number of
{Packets ∨ Bytes ∨ Flows} between two consecutive
intervals) exceeds a given threshold. Each threshold has as
value E(p) + kσ, where factor k in our formula, permits the
detection to be coarser or finer, using smaller or bigger values
of k, respectively. Because each pi is located in well known
timeslots of duration ∆, the application of the formula permits
the temporal localization of the anomaly, and like this to
narrow the search.
The formula’s application intends to detect significant
variations over the data series, which explains the use of data
series P instead of X. Like this we can be aware of the
variability of the amplitude of the curve, and not the
variability along time, which is meaningless in this case.
B. Identification of Anomalous IP Flows
The result of the previous part is the localization in time of
the most significant amplitude variations in the data series,
and an indication of which parameters were affected by the
anomaly (packets, bytes or flows). The second phase of this
process is intended to identify the flows responsible for each
anomaly detected. For this work, we have been inspired by the
flow definition presented by Claffy et al. [16] that states that a
flow is a set of packets moving from one source to a
destination point, and that is identified through a five-tuple
masking (Source Address, Destination Address, Protocol,
Source Port, Destination Port) and a timeout value. The
algorithm presented in this paper has a broader definition and
considers a flow as a sequence of packets from any source to a
destination identified by the tuple (IP network, mask), and a
timeout limit of 64 seconds to the inter-arrival time between
two packets of a same flow. Nonetheless, if our flow
definition is not considering all the parameters of the Claffy et
al.’s five-tuple, it is prepared to include them.
To pop up anomalous flows, we have exploited a
tomography based structure. Like medical tomography, in our
algorithm we are opening windows in the network to explore
what is going wrong, and taking slices snapshots to extract
accurate information. While the window opening was of the
responsibility of phase one, this part of the algorithm exploits
the plan division part, which is in this case the division of the
all-IP address space in several plans, each corresponding to a
collection of flows.
To apply the tomography-like concept to our algorithm we
have considered as starting point, that the all-IP address space
is represented by network 0.0.0.0 and mask 0.0.0.0 (/0), and

that each new IP space is obtained by successively splitting
the previous IP space-address in two new IP-spaces. This is
accomplished by successive increases in the mask from /0 to
/32. This approach permits to screen all the IP space looking
for anomalous flows. Anomalous flows are spotted at each
level of aggregation, by using our formula, which permits us
to see the anomaly “evolution”, as the level of aggregation
decreases. Conceptually, the tomography approach is able to
screen all the IP space address from its root (IP 0.0.0.0) to all
its leaves, and to extract the destination IP addresses
associated with the anomalies by using the formula at each IP
space. However, due to performance constraints, and because
at some cases it is meaningless to search all IP-space (for
example, looking for aggregates /24 or higher in a core trace)
some simplifications were assumed, like to screen only some
levels of aggregation, as /8, /16, /24 and /32, and only the
flows occurring in the time slots identified at phase one as the
ones containing anomalies.
C. Identification and Characterization of Faulty Anomalies
At this point of the algorithm, anomalies were located in
time, and the associated destination IP addresses were
identified. However, even if at this stage it is possible to have
a clue about the type of anomaly, at this point none identifies
it clearly and defines its signature. These are the main goals of
phase three.
To identify and characterize the anomalies, we relate the
parameters of Table 1, and observe how each one is affected
by the occurrence of each type of anomaly. The accuracy of
such observations is increased by considering a multi-scale
perspective and a multi IP-address aggregation perspective.
While the multi-scale perspective permits the detection of
changes in network behavior that may appear at some time
granularities but got un-noticed at others, the multiaggregation perspective allows inferring about the magnitude
of an anomaly. For example, the former is important to infer if
a DoS attack is strong or weak, while the latter is useful to
know if an anomaly results from a combination of several
sources, or an isolated one.
An anomaly signature is a set of statements describing how
each parameter changes and how it relates to other parameters,
at different time scales and levels of aggregation.
TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS TO CHARACTERIZE ANOMALIES

Parameter

Description

Number of packets,
bytes, new flows

Volume information associated
to anomalous flows.

Source and destination
IP addresses

List of source and destination IP
addresses involved with an
anomaly.

Source and destination
ports

List of source and destination IP
ports involved with an anomaly.

III. RESULTS
Effective detection and identification of anomalies in traffic
requires the ability to separate them from regular network
traffic. In this Section we start by presenting data traffic over
which our study was conduced, and show step by step how to
use our approach to detect and identify anomalies.
A. Description of Data
Besides developing an approach able of detecting and
characterizing anomalies, which is possible with several other
approaches as the ones presented in [10, 13, 15], our intention
with this algorithm is also to define a database with traffic
anomaly signatures, to be used with applications “interested”
in network traffic anomalies. Because of that, it is our
intention to test this approach on as many traffic traces as
possible. For this work, we have used traces captured on three
different environments: Auckland 8, Renater, and GEANT.
The Auckland-8 data set is a two weeks GPS-synchronized
IP header trace captured with an Endace DAG3.5E tap
Ethernet network measurement card in December 2003 by
NLANR [18]. Capture was made at the Internet link access of
the university campus. All traces collected were anonymized,
however preserving addresses structure.
The called Renater data-set was obtained in the context of
the MetroSec project [19], a French project granted and
funded by the French ministry of research. The MetroSec
project intends, among other goals, to analyze collected traces
and study the nature and impact of anomalies on QoS. Several
French institutions work on the project, and maintain a
database with collected traces. The traces available in the
project were captured last year and this year, have durations
ranging from some minutes to a few days, and include traffic
anomalies under study, namely DDoS and flash crowds. As
the Auckland 8 captures, these traces were obtained with a
DAG card, at the Internet access link of LAAS.
The GEANT [20] network interconnects the European
research and educational networks. Particularly, the GEANT
trace available for this work, was captured in 2005 during 4
months (June to August), and at 23 PoPs distributed in
Europe. Packets were captured with NetFlow, aggregated into
flows at the network prefix level, and reported in 10 minutes
bins. Because of that, all data necessary to use the approach is
not available, and usage of GEANT trace was conditioned.
B. Diagnosing Anomalies
Without any anomaly diagnosis tool, the most popular
procedure to detect any misbehavior in network traffic is
visual inspection to some graphs, looking for significant
variations in the number of bytes, packets and flows, during
the period under analysis – which would, quite probably,
reveal some anomalies. But are these volume increases
anomalies? Or just a small change in traffic due to a new flow,
to a more intensive download? Answering these uncertainties
is undoubtedly one main concern of all traffic anomaly
detection approaches.

1) Detection of an UDP Flood
Packet flooding is probably one of the most common types
of denial of service attacks, because they are easy to perpetrate
and quite effective. These ones are characterized as brute
force attacks, where a significant amount of packets (ICMP,
UDP or TCP) is sent from one or more sources to a restricted
set of destination addresses (most of the times one destination
address). The presence of this type of anomaly is signaled by
our algorithm, at all time scales, by a persistent increase in the
number of bytes and packets being sent to a specific
destination address, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (because plots are
very similar and due to size limitations, only plots related with
packets are presented). All the graphs from the figure result
from the application of steps one and two of our algorithm in a
multi-scale perspective – first the identification of the
anomalous time intervals, and then the identification of the
anomalous flows. In this particular case, the anomaly was
detected at all time scales being considered, which is not
always the case. Moreover, the detection of an anomaly at
several time scales depends on the type of anomaly itself.
The observation of Fig. 1 only shows the occurrence of one
high frequency point, but do not give any information about
the type of anomaly that is occurring. Depending on what we
intend to do with the information being obtained, this level of
analysis could be enough. For example, if we were detecting
anomalies just with routing purposes in mind, the knowledge
of the destination would be enough to act on flows
correspondingly – for instance, allocate more bandwidth for
that flow.
However, defining the correct action over anomalous traffic
is not simple. As presented before, an anomaly can range from
an elephant flow (which could be admissible) to a DoS attack
or flash crowd event. Should we act on the same way over
traffic?
The answer is no, and this is why the identification of the
anomaly is necessary, and motivates part three of our
algorithm. To accomplish our goal, at this point we introduce
port information and source information. The consideration of
these two IP features is important because they represent
another vector of analysis: the level of traffic aggregation. Fig.
1 was obtained considering flows at level of aggregation /8.
When considering higher values, for example /24 or /32,
traffic flows are being disaggregated, and if the anomaly is not
persistent, it will smooth and not being detected by our
formula – this aspect will permit to infer about the
harmfulness of the anomaly.
Particularly, for this example, we have identified one
common flow, 140.0.0.0, with a high frequency peak, at port
2744. So, the application of part three of our algorithm
involves the decomposition of that flow, in smaller flows, and
to verify if peaks are still present, and which
source/destination addresses are involved. Fig. 2 shows how
packets are distributed per flow, when considering a level of
aggregation /32. As we can see, the anomaly is persistent,
since a high frequency point still persists on all three plots (in
the rightmost plot – granularity 600 seconds – the high

frequency peak superimposes itself to the number of packets
axis). More particularly, the flow responsible for this anomaly
was generated at source 132.227.72.202, and has as
destination the address 140.93.192.71 and port 27444, which
is Trinoo slave port, an UDP flood attack tool.
Summarizing, our algorithm states that the occurrence of a
“strong” UDP flood attack is detected at lower and higher
time granularities, and it increases significantly the number of
packets and bytes exchanged during the attack. Also,
graphically such attack presents a high frequency peak at the
IP destination address, that is still visible when disaggregating
IP addresses involved.
2) Flash Crowd Event
As with denial of service attacks, the occurrence of flash
crowd events slows down significantly the flowing of traffic.
However, these events cannot be considered as illegitimate,
since usually users are performing authorized actions, and a
set of characteristics must be found to differentiate both types
of traffic.
When using our algorithm to study traces with flash crowd
events, high frequency points are detected. Contrary of what
happened with the UDP flood attack, the flash crowd event is
responsible for more than one high frequency point, each
associated at one of the parties of the flash crowd event (one
server, and several clients for HTTP flash crowds), as it is
showed in Fig. 3, which presents a distribution of the number
of packets per destination address (a flow is plotted only if it
is significantly variable).
Fig. 4 presents a zoom of what happens at the HTTP server
side, showing the different sources that are sending traffic. As
expected, several high frequency points, from different source
addresses (clients trying to access the server) are visible,
which denotes a bi-directional flowing of data. Moreover, an
analysis of the files obtained by our algorithm shows a similar
behavior in the reverse order, i.e., a high frequency point in
the number of packets/bytes exchanged from the server
(source) to the client (destination). This distribution of peaks,
from several sources to a destination, is one important
characteristic of our flash crowd signature.
The observation of Fig. 3 shows that at granularity 600
seconds, the number of high frequency points is smaller than
at the other time granularities presented. This behavior can be
attributed to traffic overloads that have a duration smaller than
600 seconds, and because of that are smoothed with other
traffic, at that time granularity. Because the life time of these
peaks is short (they are detected at small time scales), the
hypothesis that they could represent a strong flooding attack is
discarded, although they can be considered another element of
the flash crowd signature.
3) Network Scan Anomaly
Network scanning is a procedure for identifying active
hosts on a network, either for the purpose of attacking them or
for network security assessment. Usually, a network scan is
identified when a source attempts consecutively to scan a
restricted set of ports, at different destination addresses. Using

our algorithm such kind of anomaly is detected if such
procedure is responsible for a significant increase in the
number of packets, bytes or new flows, at one or more
time/aggregation scale.
This was not the case for the trace used to present the flash
crowd event. However, when analyzing the rightmost plot of
Fig. 4, some lines of the plot are quite interesting, suggesting a
network scan procedure (lines perpendicular to the x-axis).
Two of these lines are x-axis 2186 and 2708, which for a
fixed source address suggest the scanning of several
destination IP addresses. An analysis of the files obtained to
plot the graph showed up the occurrence of a Trojan Horse
named Backdoor.CrashCool that allows unauthorized access
to the victim machine.
The occurrence of the network scan anomaly showed that in
some cases the graphs obtained by our algorithm might also
be used to exploit some types of anomalies, that otherwise
would be unnoticed, because they are not responsible for
significant variations in one of our multi-criteria parameters.

we will get some important information for a fruitful change
of the routes or of the load balancing strategies between
routes. In addition, given the latencies for route changes at the
scale of an AS (Autonomous System), the performances of the
current algorithm are sufficient.
The second application we have in mind is an IPS
(Intrusion Prevention System) when our algorithm detects an
illegitimate anomaly. In that case, phases 2 and 3 provide us
enough information for pointing out specific flows or packets.
We then just need discarding those flows or packets.
Nevertheless, such IPS has to react in short times (of the order
of one minute maximum). The current performance of our
algorithm does not permit such speed for analyzing anomalies.
We then have to gain a speed factor of around 5 to fit the IPS
requirements. This is one of the main objectives of our work
in the following weeks.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the number of packets received per destination IP address at one particular port, with a level of aggregation /8. Each IP destination address
presented is associated to an anomalous flow. From left to right, each plot shows an observation at a different time granularity: 60, 300 and 600 seconds.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the number of packets sent from a source to a destination address. Each plot is a zoom of the high frequency peak observed on Fig. 1.
Zooming was obtained considering a level of aggregation /32 and time granularity of 60, 300 and 600 seconds, from left to right, respectively.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the number of packets received per destination IP address at one particular port, with a level of aggregation /8. Each IP destination address
presented is associated to an anomalous flow. From left to right, each plot shows an observation at a different time granularity: 30, 60 and 600 seconds.

Fig. 4. Distribution of the number of packets sent from a source to a destination address. Each plot is a zoom of one high frequency peak observed (server side)
on Fig. 3. Zooming was obtained considering a level of aggregation /32, and time granularity of 30, 60 and 600 seconds, from left to right, respectively.

